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All Noun 8s- A 

AARDVARK AAADKRRV African mammal [n -S] 

AARDWOLF AADFLORW African mammal [n -LVES] 

AASVOGEL AAEGLOSV vulture (bird of prey) [n -S] 

ABACUSES AABCESSU ABACUS, calculating device [n] 

ABALONES AABELNOS ABALONE, edible shellfish [n] 

ABAMPERE AABEEMPR unit of electric current [n -S] 

ABATISES AABEISST ABATIS, barrier made of felled trees [n] 

ABATTOIR AABIORTT slaughterhouse [n -S] 

ABBACIES AABBCEIS ABBACY, office of abbot (superior of monastery) [n] 

ABBESSES ABBEESSS ABBESS, female superior of convent of nuns [n] 

ABDICATE AABCDEIT ABDICATION [n] 

ABDOMENS ABDEMNOS ABDOMEN, body cavity containing viscera [n] 

ABDOMINA AABDIMNO ABDOMEN, body cavity containing viscera [n] 

ABDUCENS ABCDENSU cranial nerve [n -NTES] 

ABDUCTEE ABCDEETU one that has been abducted [n -S] 

ABDUCTOR ABCDORTU abducent muscle [n -ES, -S] 

ABELMOSK ABEKLMOS tropical herb [n -S] 

ABERRANT AABENRRT deviant (one that deviates from norm) [n -S] 

ABETMENT ABEEMNTT act of abetting (to encourage and support) [n -S] 

ABETTALS AABELSTT ABETTAL, abetment (act of abetting (to encourage and support)) [n] 

ABETTERS ABEERSTT ABETTER, abettor (one that abets (to encourage and support)) [n] 

ABETTORS ABEORSTT ABETTOR, one that abets (to encourage and support) [n] 

ABEYANCE AABCEENY temporary inactivity [n -S] 

ABEYANCY AABCENYY abeyance (temporary inactivity) [n -CIES] 

ABFARADS AAABDFRS ABFARAD, unit of capacitance [n] 

ABHENRYS ABEHNRSY ABHENRY, unit of inductance [n] 

ABHORRER ABEHORRR one that abhors (to loathe (to detest greatly)) [n -S] 

ABIDANCE AABCDEIN act of abiding (to accept without objection) [n -S] 

ABIGAILS AABGIILS ABIGAIL, lady's maid [n] 

ABJURERS ABEJRRSU ABJURER, one that abjures (to renounce under oath) [n] 

ABLATION AABILNOT surgical removal of bodily part [n -S] 

ABLATIVE AABEILTV grammatical case [n -S] 

ABLATORS AABLORST ABLATOR, one that ablates (to remove by cutting) [n] 

ABLEGATE AABEEGLT papal envoy [n -S] 

ABLEISMS ABEILMSS ABLEISM, prejudice or discrimination against disabled people [n] 

ABLEISTS ABEILSST ABLEIST, one that practices ableism [n] 

ABLUENTS ABELNSTU ABLUENT, cleansing agent [n] 

ABLUTION ABILNOTU washing (articles washed or to be washed) [n -S] 

ABNEGATE AABEEGNT ABNEGATION [n] 

ABNORMAL AABLMNOR mentally deficient person [n -S] 

ABOIDEAU AABDEIOU type of dike [n -S, -X] 

ABOITEAU AABEIOTU aboideau (type of dike) [n -S, -X] 

ABOMASUM AABMMOSU fourth stomach of ruminant [n -SA] 

ABOMASUS AABMOSSU abomasum (fourth stomach of ruminant) [n -SI] 

ABORTERS ABEORRST ABORTER, one that aborts (to bring forth fetus prematurely) [n] 
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ABORTION ABINOORT induced expulsion of nonviable fetus [n -S] 

ABOULIAS AABILOSU ABOULIA, abulia (loss of willpower) [n] 

ABRACHIA AAABCHIR lack of arms [n -S] 

ABRADANT AAABDNRT abrasive (abrading substance) [n -S] 

ABRADERS AABDERRS ABRADER, tool for abrading [n] 

ABRASION AABINORS act of abrading (to wear away by friction) [n -S] 

ABRASIVE AABEIRSV abrading substance [n -S] 

ABRIDGER ABDEGIRR one that abridges (to reduce length of) [n -S] 

ABROSIAS AABIORSS ABROSIA, fasting from food [n] 

ABSCISIN ABCIINSS regulatory substance found in plants [n -S] 

ABSCISSA AABCISSS particular geometric coordinate [n -E, -S] 

ABSEILER ABEEILRS one that abseils (to rappel (to descend from steep height by means of rope)) [n -S] 

ABSENCES ABCEENSS ABSENCE, state of being away [n] 

ABSENTEE ABEEENST one that is not present [n -S] 

ABSENTER ABEENRST one that absents himself [n -S] 

ABSINTHE ABEHINST bitter liqueur [n -S] 

ABSINTHS ABHINSST ABSINTH, absinthe (bitter liqueur) [n] 

ABSOLUTE ABELOSTU something that is absolute [n -S] 

ABSOLVER ABELORSV one that absolves (to free from consequences of action) [n -S] 

ABSORBER ABBEORRS one that absorbs (to take up or in) [n -S] 

ABUTILON ABILNOTU flowering plant [n -S] 

ABUTMENT ABEMNTTU something that abuts (to touch along border) [n -S] 

ABUTTALS AABLSTTU ABUTTAL, abutment (something that abuts (to touch along border)) [n] 

ABUTTERS ABERSTTU ABUTTER, one that abuts (to touch along border) [n] 

ACADEMES AACDEEMS ACADEME, place of instruction [n] 

ACADEMIA AAACDEIM scholastic life or environment [n -S] 

ACADEMIC AACCDEIM college student or teacher [n -S]  

ACALEPHE AACEEHLP acaleph (jellyfish) [n -S] 

ACALEPHS AACEHLPS ACALEPH, jellyfish [n] 

ACANTHAE AAACEHNT ACANTHA, sharp spiny part [n] 

ACANTHUS AACHNSTU prickly herb [n -HI, -ES] 

ACAPNIAS AAACINPS ACAPNIA, lack of carbon dioxide in blood and tissues [n] 

ACARBOSE AABCEORS drug for treating diabetes [n -S] 

ACARIDAN AAACDINR acarid (type of arachnid (any of class of segmented invertebrate animals)) [n -S] 

ACARINES AACEINRS ACARINE, acarid (type of arachnid (any of class of segmented invertebrate animals)) [n] 

ACCEDERS ACCDEERS ACCEDER, one that accedes (to consent (to permit or approve)) [n] 

ACCENTOR ACCENORT songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

ACCEPTEE ACCEEEPT one that is accepted [n -S] 

ACCEPTER ACCEEPRT one that accepts (to receive willingly) [n -S] 

ACCEPTOR ACCEOPRT accepter (one that accepts (to receive willingly)) [n -S] 

ACCIDENT ACCDEINT unexpected or unintentional occurrence [n -S] 

ACCIDIAS AACCDIIS ACCIDIA, acedia (apathy (lack of emotion)) [n] 

ACCIDIES ACCDEIIS ACCIDIE, acedia (apathy (lack of emotion)) [n] 

ACCORDER ACCDEORR one that accords (to bring into agreement) [n -S] 

ACCRUALS AACCLRSU ACCRUAL, act of accruing (to come as increase or addition) [n] 

ACCURACY AACCCRUY quality of being accurate (free from error) [n -CIES] 
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ACCUSALS AACCLSSU ACCUSAL, act of accusing (to make assertion against) [n] 

ACCUSANT AACCNSTU accuser (one that accuses (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

ACCUSERS ACCERSSU ACCUSER, one that accuses (to make assertion against) [n] 

ACELDAMA AAACDELM place of bloodshed [n -S] 

ACEQUIAS AACEIQSU ACEQUIA, irrigation ditch or canal [n] 

ACERBITY ABCEIRTY sourness (quality or state of being sour) [n -TIES] 

ACEROLAS AACELORS ACEROLA, West Indian shrub [n] 

ACERVULI ACEILRUV spore-producing organs of certain fungi [n ACERVULI] 

ACESCENT ACCEENST something that is slightly sour [n -S] 

ACETAMID AACDEIMT amide of acetic acid [n -S] 

ACETATES AACEESTT ACETATE, salt of acetic acid [n] 

ACETONES ACEENOST ACETONE, flammable liquid [n] 

ACETOXYL ACELOTXY univalent radical [n -S] 

ACHIEVER ACEEHIRV one that achieves (to carry out successfully) [n -S] 

ACHILLEA AACEHILL yarrow (perennial herb) [n -S] 

ACHINESS ACEHINSS state of being achy (aching) [n -ES] 

ACHIOTES ACEHIOST ACHIOTE, yellowish red dye [n] 

ACHOLIAS AACHILOS ACHOLIA, lack of bile [n] 

ACHROMAT AACHMORT type of lens (piece of transparent material used in changing convergence of light rays) [n -S] 

ACICULAE AACCEILU ACICULA, ACICULUM, bristlelike part [n] 

ACICULAS AACCILSU ACICULA, ACICULUM, bristlelike part [n] 

ACICULUM ACCILMUU bristlelike part [n -LA, -S] 

ACIDEMIA AACDEIIM condition of increased acidity of blood [n -S] 

ACIDHEAD AACDDEHI one who uses LSD [n -S] 

ACIDNESS ACDEINSS acidity (sourness (quality or state of being sour)) [n -ES] 

ACIDOSES ACDEIOSS ACIDOSIS, abnormal condition of blood [n] 

ACIDOSIS ACDIIOSS abnormal condition of blood [n -SES]  

ACIDURIA AACDIIRU condition of having excessive amounts of acid in urine [n -S] 

ACOLYTES ACELOSTY ACOLYTE, assistant (one who assists) [n] 

ACONITES ACEINOST ACONITE, poisonous herb [n] 

ACONITUM ACIMNOTU aconite (poisonous herb) [n -S] 

ACOUSTIC ACCIOSTU hearing aid [n -S] 

ACQUESTS ACEQSSTU ACQUEST, something acquired [n] 

ACQUIREE ACEEIQRU one that is acquired [n -S] 

ACQUIRER ACEIQRRU one that acquires (to come into possession of) [n -S] 

ACRASIAS AAACIRSS ACRASIA, lack of self-control [n] 

ACRASINS AACINRSS ACRASIN, substance secreted by cells of slime mold [n] 

ACREAGES AACEEGRS ACREAGE, area in acres [n] 

ACRIDINE ACDEIINR chemical compound [n -S] 

ACRIDITY ACDIIRTY state of being acrid (sharp and harsh to taste or smell) [n -TIES] 

ACRIMONY ACIMNORY sharpness or bitterness of speech or temper [n -NIES] 

ACROBATS AABCORST ACROBAT, one skilled in feats of agility and balance [n] 

ACRODONT ACDNOORT animal having rootless teeth [n -S] 

ACROGENS ACEGNORS ACROGEN, plant growing at apex only [n] 

ACROLECT ACCELORT high form of language [n -S] 

ACROLEIN ACEILNOR flammable liquid [n -S] 
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ACROLITH ACHILORT type of statue (three-dimensional work of art) [n -S] 

ACROMION ACIMNOOR outward end of shoulder blade [n -IA] 

ACRONYMS ACMNORSY ACRONYM, word formed from initials of compound term or series of words [n] 

ACROSOME ACEMOORS thin sac at head of sperm [n -S] 

ACROSTIC ACCIORST poem in which certain letters taken in order form word or phrase [n -S] 

ACROTISM ACIMORST weakness of pulse [n -S]  

ACRYLATE AACELRTY acrylic (type of resin) [n -S] 

ACRYLICS ACCILRSY ACRYLIC, type of resin [n] 

ACTINIAE AACEIINT ACTINIA, marine animal [n] 

ACTINIAN AACIINNT actinia (marine animal) [n -S] 

ACTINIAS AACIINST ACTINIA, marine animal [n] 

ACTINIDE ACDEIINT any of series of radioactive elements [n -S] 

ACTINISM ACIIMNST property of radiant energy that effects chemical changes [n -S] 

ACTINIUM ACIIMNTU radioactive element [n -S] 

ACTINOID ACDIINOT actinide (any of series of radioactive elements) [n -S] 

ACTINONS ACINNOST ACTINON, isotope of radon [n] 

ACTIONER ACEINORT film with exciting action [n -S] 

ACTIVISM ACIIMSTV doctrine that emphasizes direct and decisive action [n -S] 

ACTIVIST ACIISTTV advocate of activism [n -S] 

ACTIVITY ACIITTVY brisk action or movement [n -TIES] 

ACTUATOR AACORTTU one that actuates (to set into action or motion) [n -S] 

ACUITIES ACEIISTU ACUITY, sharpness (quality of being sharp (suitable for or capable of cutting or piercing)) [n] 

ACULEATE AACEELTU stinging insect [n -S] 

ACUTANCE AACCENTU measure of photographic clarity [n -S] 

ACYLOINS ACILNOSY ACYLOIN, type of chemical compound [n] 

ADAMANCE AAACDEMN adamancy (unyielding hardness) [n -S] 

ADAMANCY AAACDMNY unyielding hardness [n -CIES] 

ADAMANTS AAADMNST ADAMANT, extremely hard substance [n] 

ADAMSITE AADEIMST lung-irritating gas [n -S] 

ADAPTERS AADEPRST ADAPTER, one that adapts (to make suitable) [n] 

ADAPTION AADINOPT act of adapting (to make suitable) [n -S] 

ADAPTIVE AADEIPTV ADAPTION, act of adapting (to make suitable) [adj] 

ADAPTORS AADOPRST ADAPTOR, adapter (one that adapts (to make suitable)) [n] 

ADDENDUM ADDDEMNU something added or to be added [n -DA, -S] 

ADDITION ADDIINOT something added [n -S] 

ADDITIVE ADDEIITV substance added to another to impart desirable qualities [n -S] 

ADDUCERS ACDDERSU ADDUCER, one that adduces (to bring forward as evidence) [n] 

ADDUCTOR ACDDORTU adducent muscle [n -S] 

ADELGIDS ADDEGILS ADELGID, small insect [n] 

ADENINES ADEEINNS ADENINE, alkaloid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

ADENITIS ADEIINST inflammation of lymph node [n -ES] 

ADENOIDS ADDEINOS ADENOID, enlarged lymphoid growth behind pharynx [n] 

ADENOMAS AADEMNOS ADENOMA, tumor of glandular origin [n] 

ADENOSES ADEENOSS ADENOSIS, abnormal growth of glandular tissue [n] 

ADENOSIS ADEINOSS abnormal growth of glandular tissue [n -SES] 

ADEQUACY AACDEQUY state of being adequate (sufficient for specific requirement) [n -CIES] 
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ADHEREND ADDEEHNR surface to which adhesive adheres [n -S] 

ADHERENT ADEEHNRT supporter (one that supports (to hold up or add strength to)) [n -S] 

ADHERERS ADEEHRRS ADHERER, one that adheres (to become or remain attached or close to something) [n] 

ADHESION ADEHINOS act of adhering (to become or remain attached or close to something) [n -S]  

ADHESIVE ADEEHISV substance that causes adhesion [n -S] 

ADIPOSES ADEIOPSS ADIPOSE, animal fat [n] / ADIPOSIS, obesity (state or condition of being obese) [n] 

ADIPOSIS ADIIOPSS obesity (state or condition of being obese) [n -SES] 

ADJOINTS ADIJNOST ADJOINT, type of mathematical matrix [n] 

ADJUNCTS ACDJNSTU ADJUNCT, something attached in subordinate position [n] 

ADJURERS ADEJRRSU ADJURER, one that adjures (to command solemnly) [n] 

ADJURORS ADJORRSU ADJUROR, adjurer (one that adjures (to command solemnly)) [n] 

ADJUSTER ADEJRSTU one that adjusts (to bring to more satisfactory state) [n -S] 

ADJUSTOR ADJORSTU adjuster (one that adjusts (to bring to more satisfactory state)) [n -S] 

ADJUTANT AADJNTTU assistant (one who assists) [n -S] 

ADJUVANT AADJNTUV assistant (one who assists) [n -S] 

ADMASSES AADEMSSS ADMASS, mass-media advertising [n] 

ADMIRALS AADILMRS ADMIRAL, high-ranking naval officer [n] 

ADMIRERS ADEIMRRS ADMIRER, one that admires (to regard with wonder, pleasure, and approval) [n] 

ADMITTEE ADEEIMTT one that is admitted [n -S] 

ADMITTER ADEIMRTT one that admits (to allow to enter) [n -S] 

ADNATION AADINNOT state of being adnate (joined to another part or organ) [n -S] 

ADONISES ADEINOSS ADONIS, handsome young man [n] 

ADOPTEES ADEEOPST ADOPTEE, one that is adopted [n] 

ADOPTERS ADEOPRST ADOPTER, one that adopts (to take into one's family by legal means) [n] 

ADOPTION ADINOOPT act of adopting (to take into one's family by legal means) [n -S] 

ADORNERS ADENORRS ADORNER, one that adorns (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [n] 

ADRENALS AADELNRS ADRENAL, endocrine gland [n] 

ADSCRIPT ACDIPRST distinguishing symbol written after another character [n -S] 

ADSORBER ABDEORRS one that adsorbs (to gather on surface in condensed layer) [n -S] 

ADULARIA AAADILRU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ADULATOR AADLORTU one that adulates (to praise excessively) [n -S] 

ADULTERY ADELRTUY voluntary sexual intercourse between married person and someone other than his or her spouse [n -RIES] 

ADVANCER AACDENRV one that advances (to move or cause to move ahead) [n -S] 

ADVISEES ADEEISSV ADVISEE, one that is advised [n] 

ADVISERS ADEIRSSV ADVISER, one that advises (to give advice to) [n] 

ADVISORS ADIORSSV ADVISOR, adviser (one that advises (to give advice to)) [n] 

ADVISORY ADIORSVY report giving information [n -RIES] 

ADVOCAAT AAACDOTV liqueur consisting of brandy, sugar, and eggs [n -S] 

ADVOCACY AACCDOVY act of advocating (to speak in favor of) [n -CIES] 

ADVOWSON ADNOOSVW right of presenting nominee to vacant church office [n -S] 

ADYNAMIA AAADIMNY lack of physical strength [n -S]  

AECIDIUM ACDEIIMU aecium (spore-producing organ of certain fungi) [n -IA] 

AEGROTAT AAEGORTT certificate excusing ill student from examination [n -S] 

AEQUORIN AEINOQRU protein secreted by jellyfish [n -S] 

AERADIOS AADEIORS AERADIO, Canadian radio service for pilots [n] 

AERATION AAEINORT act of aerating (to supply with air) [n -S] 
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AERATORS AAEORRST AERATOR, one that aerates (to supply with air) [n] 

AEROBATS AABEORST AEROBAT, one that performs feats in aircraft [n] 

AEROBICS ABCEIORS exercises for conditioning heart and lungs by increasing oxygen consumption [n -S] 

AEROBIUM ABEIMORU aerobe (organism that requires oxygen to live) [n -IA] 

AERODUCT ACDEORTU type of jet engine [n -S] 

AERODYNE ADEENORY aircraft that is heavier than air [n -S] 

AEROFOIL AEFILOOR airfoil (part of aircraft designed to provide lift or control) [n -S] 

AEROGELS AEEGLORS AEROGEL, highly porous solid [n] 

AEROGRAM AAEGMORR airmail letter [n -S] 

AEROLITE AEEILORT meteorite containing more stone than iron [n -S] 

AEROLITH AEHILORT aerolite (meteorite containing more stone than iron) [n -S] 

AEROLOGY AEGLOORY study of atmosphere [n -GIES] 

AERONAUT AAENORTU one who operates airship (lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems) [n -S] 

AERONOMY AEMNOORY study of upper atmosphere [n -MIES]  

AEROSATS AAEORSST AEROSAT, satellite for use in air-traffic control [n] 

AEROSOLS AELOORSS AEROSOL, gaseous suspension of fine solid or liquid particles [n] 

AEROSTAT AAEORSTT aircraft that is lighter than air [n -S] 

AESTHETE AEEEHSTT esthete (esthetic person) [n -S] 

AFFAIRES AAEFFIRS AFFAIRE, brief amorous relationship [n] 

AFFECTER ACEEFFRT one that affects (to give false appearance of) [n -S] 

AFFERENT AEEFFNRT nerve that conveys impulses toward nerve center [n -S] 

AFFIANTS AAFFINST AFFIANT, one who makes written declaration under oath [n] 

AFFICHES ACEFFHIS AFFICHE, poster [n] 

AFFINITY AFFIINTY natural attraction or inclination [n -TIES] 

AFFIRMER AEFFIMRR one that affirms (to state positively) [n -S] 

AFFIXERS AEFFIRSX AFFIXER, one that affixes (to attach (to connect as associated part)) [n] 

AFFLATUS AAFFLSTU creative inspiration [n -ES] 

AFFLUENT AEFFLNTU stream that flows into another [n -S] 

AFFLUXES AEFFLSUX AFFLUX, flowing toward point [n] 

AFFRAYER AAEFFRRY one that affrays (to frighten (to make afraid)) [n -S] 

AFFUSION AFFINOSU act of pouring liquid on [n -S] 

AFGHANIS AAFGHINS AFGHANI, monetary unit of Afghanistan [n] 

AGALLOCH AACGHLLO fragrant wood of tropical tree [n -S] 

AGALWOOD AADGLOOW agalloch (fragrant wood of tropical tree) [n -S] 

AGAMETES AAEEGMST AGAMETE, asexual reproductive cell [n] 

AGAROSES AAEGORSS AGAROSE, sugar obtained from agar [n] 

AGEDNESS ADEEGNSS oldness (state of being old (living or existing for relatively long time)) [n -ES] 

AGEMATES AAEEGMST AGEMATE, person of same age as another [n] 

AGENCIES ACEEGINS AGENCY, organization that does business for others [n] 

AGENDUMS ADEGMNSU AGENDUM, item on agenda [n] 

AGENESES AEEEGNSS AGENESIS, absence or imperfect development of bodily part [n] 

AGENESIA AAEEGINS agenesis (absence or imperfect development of bodily part) [n -S] 

AGENESIS AEEGINSS absence or imperfect development of bodily part [n -SES]  

AGENTING AEGGINNT business or activities of agent [n -S] 

AGENTIVE AEEGINTV word part that denotes doer of action [n -S] 

AGERATUM AAEGMRTU flowering plant [n -S] 
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AGGADAHS AAADGGHS AGGADAH, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] 

AGGADOTH AADGGHOT AGGADA, haggadah (biblical narrative) [n] / AGGADAH [n] 

AGINNERS AEGINNRS AGINNER, one that is against change [n] 

AGIOTAGE AAEGGIOT business of broker [n -S] 

AGITATOR AAGIORTT one that agitates (to move with violent, irregular action) [n -S] 

AGITPROP AGIOPPRT pro-Communist propaganda [n -S] 

AGLYCONE ACEGLNOY aglycon (type of chemical compound) [n -S] 

AGLYCONS ACGLNOSY AGLYCON, type of chemical compound [n] 

AGNATHAN AAAGHNNT one of group of jawless vertebrates [n -S] 

AGNATION AAGINNOT relationship of agnates [n -S] 

AGNOMENS AEGMNNOS AGNOMEN, additional name given to ancient Roman [n] 

AGNOMINA AAGIMNNO AGNOMEN, additional name given to ancient Roman [n] 

AGNOSIAS AAGINOSS AGNOSIA, loss of ability to recognize familiar objects [n] 

AGNOSTIC ACGINOST one who disclaims any knowledge of God [n -S] 

AGONISMS AGIMNOSS AGONISM, contest or struggle [n] 

AGONISTS AGINOSST AGONIST, one that is engaged in struggle [n] 

AGOUTIES AEGIOSTU AGOUTI, burrowing rodent [n] / AGOUTY [n] 

AGRAFFES AAEFFGRS AGRAFFE, ornamental clasp [n] 

AGRAPHIA AAAGHIPR mental disorder marked by inability to write [n -S] 

AGRARIAN AAAGINRR one who favors equal distribution of land [n -S] 

AGRIMONY AGIMNORY perennial herb [n -NIES] 

AGROLOGY AGGLOORY science of soils in relation to crops [n -GIES] 

AGRONOMY AGMNOORY application of scientific principles to cultivation of land [n -MIES] 

AGRYPNIA AAGINPRY insomnia (chronic inability to sleep) [n -S] 

AGUACATE AAACEGTU avocado (edible fruit of tropical tree) [n -S] 

AGUEWEED ADEEEGUW flowering plant [n -S] 

AIGRETTE AEEGIRTT tuft of feathers worn as head ornament [n -S] 

AIGUILLE AEGIILLU sharp, pointed mountain peak [n -S] 

AILERONS AEILNORS AILERON, movable control surface on airplane wing [n] 

AILMENTS AEILMNST AILMENT, physical or mental disorder [n] 

AINSELLS AEILLNSS AINSELL, own self [n] 

AIRBASES AABEIRSS AIRBASE, military base for aircraft [n] 

AIRBOATS AABIORST AIRBOAT, boat used in swampy areas [n] 

AIRBURST ABIRRSTU explosion in air [n -S] 

AIRBUSES ABEIRSSU AIRBUS, passenger airplane [n] 

AIRCHECK ACCEHIKR recording made from radio broadcast [n -S] 

AIRCOACH AACCHIOR cheaper class of accommodations in commercial aircraft [n -ES] 

AIRCRAFT AACFIRRT any machine or device capable of flying [n AIRCRAFT] 

AIRCREWS ACEIRRSW AIRCREW, crew of aircraft [n] 

AIRDATES AADEIRST AIRDATE, scheduled date of broadcast [n] 

AIRDROME ADEIMORR airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRFARES AAEFIRRS AIRFARE, payment for travel by airplane [n] 

AIRFIELD ADEFIILR airport (tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRFLOWS AFILORSW AIRFLOW, flow of air [n] 

AIRFOILS AFIILORS AIRFOIL, part of aircraft designed to provide lift or control [n] 

AIRFRAME AAEFIMRR framework and external covering of airplane [n -S] 
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AIRGLOWS AGILORSW AIRGLOW, glow in upper atmosphere [n] 

AIRHEADS AADEHIRS AIRHEAD, stupid person [n] 

AIRHOLES AEHILORS AIRHOLE, hole to let air in or out [n] 

AIRINESS AEIINRSS state of being airy (having nature of air) [n -ES] 

AIRLINER AEIILNRR large passenger aircraft [n -S] 

AIRLINES AEIILNRS AIRLINE, air transportation system [n] 

AIRLOCKS ACIKLORS AIRLOCK, blockage in pipe caused by air bubble [n] 

AIRPARKS AAIKPRRS AIRPARK, small airport [n] 

AIRPLANE AAEILNPR winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers [n -S] 

AIRPLAYS AAILPRSY AIRPLAY, playing of record on radio program [n] 

AIRPORTS AIOPRRST AIRPORT, tract of land maintained for landing and takeoff of aircraft [n] 

AIRPOSTS AIOPRSST AIRPOST, system of conveying mail by airplane [n] 

AIRPOWER AEIOPRRW military strength of nation's air force [n -S] 

AIRSCAPE AACEIPRS view of earth from aircraft or high position [n -S] 

AIRSCREW ACEIRRSW airplane propeller [n -S] 

AIRSHEDS ADEHIRSS AIRSHED, air supply of given region [n] 

AIRSHIPS AHIIPRSS AIRSHIP, lighter-than-air aircraft having propulsion and steering systems [n] 

AIRSHOTS AHIORSST AIRSHOT, aircheck (recording made from radio broadcast) [n] 

AIRSHOWS AHIORSSW AIRSHOW, exhibition of aircraft stunts [n] 

AIRSIDES ADEIIRSS AIRSIDE, side of airport terminal facing aircraft [n] 

AIRSPACE AACEIPRS portion of atmosphere above particular land area [n -S] 

AIRSPEED ADEEIPRS speed of aircraft with relation to air [n -S] 

AIRSTRIP AIIPRRST runway (landing and takeoff strip for aircraft) [n -S] 

AIRTIMES AEIIMRST AIRTIME, time when broadcast begins [n] 

AIRTRAMS AAIMRRST AIRTRAM, aerial cable car [n] 

AIRWAVES AAEIRSVW AIRWAVE, medium of radio and television transmission [n] 

AIRWOMAN AAIMNORW female aviator [n -MEN] 

AIRWOMEN AEIMNORW AIRWOMAN, female aviator [n] 

AISLEWAY AAEILSWY aisle (passageway between sections of seats) [n -S] 

AKINESIA AAEIIKNS loss of muscle function [n -S]  

AKRASIAS AAAIKRSS AKRASIA, acrasia (lack of self-control) [n] 

AKVAVITS AAIKSTVV AKVAVIT, aquavit (Scandinavian liquor) [n] 

ALACHLOR AACHLLOR herbicide [n -S] 

ALACRITY AACILRTY cheerful promptness [n -TIES] 

ALAMEDAS AAADELMS ALAMEDA, shaded walkway [n] 

ALAMODES AADELMOS ALAMODE, silk fabric [n] 

ALANINES AAEILNNS ALANINE, amino acid [n] 

ALARMISM AAILMMRS practice of alarming others needlessly [n -S] 

ALARMIST AAILMRST one who alarms others needlessly [n -S] 

ALASTORS AALORSST ALASTOR, avenging deity in Greek tragedy [n] 

ALATIONS AAILNOST ALATION, state of having wings [n] 

ALBACORE AABCELOR marine food fish [n -S] 

ALBEDOES ABDEELOS ALBEDO, ratio of light reflected by planet to that received by it [n] 

ALBICORE ABCEILOR albacore (marine food fish) [n -S] 

ALBINISM ABIILMNS condition of being albino [n -S] 

ALBIZIAS AABIILSZ ALBIZIA, tropical tree [n] 
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ALBIZZIA AABIILZZ albizia (tropical tree) [n -S] 

ALBUMENS ABELMNSU ALBUMEN, white of egg [n] 

ALBUMINS ABILMNSU ALBUMIN, simple protein [n] 

ALBUMOSE ABELMOSU proteose (water-soluble protein) [n -S] 

ALBURNUM ABLMNRUU sapwood (newly formed outer wood of tree) [n -S] 

ALCAHEST AACEHLST alkahest (hypothetical universal solvent sought by alchemists) [n -S] 

ALCAIDES AACDEILS ALCAIDE, commander of Spanish fortress [n] 

ALCALDES AACDELLS ALCALDE, mayor of Spanish town [n] 

ALCAYDES AACDELSY ALCAYDE, alcaide (commander of Spanish fortress) [n] 

ALCAZARS AAACLRSZ ALCAZAR, Spanish fortress or palace [n] 

ALCOHOLS ACHLLOOS ALCOHOL, flammable liquid [n] 

ALCOPOPS ACLOOPPS ALCOPOP, flavored beverage containing 4-6 percent alcohol [n] 

ALDEHYDE ADDEEHLY type of chemical compound [n -S] 

ALDERFLY ADEFLLRY winged insect [n -LIES] 

ALDERMAN AADELMNR member of municipal legislative body [n -MEN] 

ALDERMEN ADEELMNR ALDERMAN, member of municipal legislative body [n] 

ALDICARB AABCDILR pesticide [n -S] 

ALDOLASE AADELLOS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

ALEHOUSE AEEHLOSU tavern where ale is sold [n -S] 

ALEMBICS ABCEILMS ALEMBIC, apparatus formerly used in distilling [n] 

ALENCONS ACELNNOS ALENCON, needlepoint lace [n] 

ALEURONE AEELNORU protein matter found in seeds of certain plants [n -S]  

ALEURONS AELNORSU ALEURON, aleurone (protein matter found in seeds of certain plants) [n] 

ALEWIVES AEEILSVW ALEWIFE, marine fish [n] 

ALEXINES AEEILNSX ALEXINE, alexin (substance in blood that aids in destruction of bacteria) [n] 

ALFALFAS AAAFFLLS ALFALFA, plant cultivated for use as hay and forage [n] 

ALFAQUIN AAFILNQU alfaqui (teacher of Muslim law) [n -S] 

ALFAQUIS AAFILQSU ALFAQUI, teacher of Muslim law [n] 

ALFORJAS AAFJLORS ALFORJA, leather bag [n] 

ALGAROBA AAABGLOR mesquite (spiny tree or shrub) [n -S] 

ALGEBRAS AABEGLRS ALGEBRA, branch of mathematics [n] 

ALGERINE AEEGILNR woolen fabric [n -S] 

ALGICIDE ACDEGIIL substance used to kill algae [n -S]  

ALGIDITY ADGIILTY coldness (state of being cold (having little or no warmth)) [n -TIES] 

ALGINATE AAEGILNT chemical salt [n -S] 

ALGOLOGY AGGLLOOY study of algae [n -GIES] 

ALGORISM AGILMORS Arabic system of arithmetic notation [n -S] 

ALGUACIL AACGILLU constable in Spanish-speaking country [n -S] 

ALGUAZIL AAGILLUZ alguacil (constable in Spanish-speaking country) [n -S] 

ALIASING AAGIILNS appearance of distortions in computer graphics [n -S] 

ALIDADES AADDEILS ALIDADE, device used in angular measurement [n] 

ALIENAGE AAEEGILN state of being foreign (situated outside place or country) [n -S] 

ALIENEES AEEEILNS ALIENEE, one to whom property is transferred [n] 

ALIENERS AEEILNRS ALIENER, alienor (one that transfers property) [n] 

ALIENISM AEIILMNS alienage (state of being foreign (situated outside place or country)) [n -S] 

ALIENIST AEIILNST physician who treats mental disorders [n -S] 
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ALIENORS AEILNORS ALIENOR, one that transfers property [n] 

ALIGNERS AEGILNRS ALIGNER, one that aligns (to arrange in straight line) [n] 

ALIQUOTS AILOQSTU ALIQUOT, number that divides evenly into another [n] 

ALIZARIN AAIILNRZ red dye [n -S] 

ALKAHEST AAEHKLST hypothetical universal solvent sought by alchemists [n -S] 

ALKALIES AAEIKLLS ALKALI, type of chemical compound [n] 

ALKALOID AADIKLLO type of chemical compound [n -S] 

ALKANETS AAEKLNST ALKANET, European plant [n] 

ALKOXIDE ADEIKLOX type of chemical salt [n -S] 

ALLANITE AAEILLNT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ALLAYERS AAELLRSY ALLAYER, one that allays (to reduce in intensity or severity) [n] 

ALLEGERS AEEGLLRS ALLEGER, one that alleges (to assert without proof or before proving) [n] 

ALLEGORY AEGLLORY story presenting moral principle [n -RIES]  

ALLEGROS AEGLLORS ALLEGRO, musical passage played in rapid tempo [n] 

ALLELISM AEILLLMS state of possessing alleles [n -S] 

ALLELUIA AAEILLLU song of praise to God [n -S] 

ALLERGEN AEEGLLNR substance capable of inducing allergy [n -S] 

ALLERGIN AEGILLNR allergen (substance capable of inducing allergy) [n -S] 

ALLEYWAY AAELLWYY alley (narrow passageway) [n -S] 

ALLHEALS AAEHLLLS ALLHEAL, medicinal herb [n] 

ALLIANCE AACEILLN association formed to further common interests of its members [n -S] 

ALLICINS ACIILLNS ALLICIN, liquid compound [n] 

ALLOBARS AABLLORS ALLOBAR, change in barometric pressure [n] 

ALLODIUM ADILLMOU land held in absolute ownership [n -IA]  

ALLOGAMY AAGLLMOY fertilization of flower by pollen from another [n -MIES] 

ALLONGES AEGLLNOS ALLONGE, addition to document [n] 

ALLONYMS ALLMNOSY ALLONYM, name of one person assumed by another [n] 

ALLOPATH AAHLLOPT one who treats diseases by producing effects incompatible with those of disease [n -S] 

ALLOSAUR AALLORSU large dinosaur [n -S] 

ALLOTTEE AEELLOTT one to whom something is allotted [n -S] 

ALLOTTER AELLORTT one that allots (to give as share or portion) [n -S] 

ALLOTYPE AELLOPTY type of antibody (body protein that produces immunity against certain microorganisms or toxins) [n -S] 

ALLOTYPY ALLOPTYY condition of being allotype [n -PIES] 

ALLOVERS AELLORSV ALLOVER, fabric having pattern extending over entire surface [n] 

ALLOXANS AALLNOSX ALLOXAN, chemical compound [n] 

ALLSEEDS ADEELLSS ALLSEED, plant having many seeds [n] 

ALLSORTS ALLORSST assorted small candies [n ALLSORTS] 

ALLSPICE ACEILLPS tropical tree [n -S] 

ALLURERS AELLRRSU ALLURER, one that allures (to attract with something desirable) [n] 

ALLUSION AILLNOSU act of alluding (to make indirect reference) [n -S] 

ALLUVIAL AAILLLUV soil composed of alluvium [n -S] 

ALLUVION AILLNOUV alluvium (detrital material deposited by running water) [n -S] 

ALLUVIUM AILLMUUV detrital material deposited by running water [n -IA, -S] 

ALMAGEST AAEGLMST medieval treatise on astrology or alchemy [n -S] 

ALMANACK AAACKLMN almanac (annual publication containing general information) [n -S] 

ALMANACS AAACLMNS ALMANAC, annual publication containing general information [n] 
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ALMEMARS AAELMMRS ALMEMAR, bema (platform in synagogue) [n] 

ALMONERS AELMNORS ALMONER, one that distributes alms [n] 

ALOPECIA AACEILOP baldness (state of being bald (lacking hair (threadlike growth))) [n -S] 

ALPHORNS AHLNOPRS ALPHORN, wooden horn used by Swiss herdsmen [n] 

ALPHOSIS AHILOPSS lack of skin pigmentation [n -ES] 

ALPINISM AIILMNPS mountain climbing [n -S] 

ALPINIST AIILNPST mountain climber [n -S] 

ALTERANT AAELNRTT something that alters (to make different) [n -S] 

ALTERERS AEELRRST ALTERER, one that alters (to make different) [n] 

ALTERITY AEILRTTY state of being other or different [n -TIES] 

ALTHAEAS AAAEHLST ALTHAEA, althea (flowering plant) [n] 

ALTHORNS AHLNORST ALTHORN, brass wind instrument [n] 

ALTITUDE ADEILTTU vertical elevation of object above given level [n -S] 

ALTOISTS AILOSSTT ALTOIST, one who plays alto saxophone [n] 

ALTRUISM AILMRSTU selfless devotion to welfare of others [n -S] 

ALTRUIST AILRSTTU one that practices altruism [n -S] 

ALUMINAS AAILMNSU ALUMINA, oxide of aluminum [n] 

ALUMINES AEILMNSU ALUMINE, alumina (oxide of aluminum) [n] 

ALUMINUM AILMMNUU metallic element [n -S]  

ALUMROOT ALMOORTU flowering plant [n -S] 

ALUNITES AEILNSTU ALUNITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ALVEOLAR AAELLORV sound produced with tongue touching place just behind front teeth [n -S] 

ALVEOLUS AELLOSUV small anatomical cavity [n -LI] 

ALYSSUMS ALMSSSUY ALYSSUM, flowering plant [n] 

AMADAVAT AAAADMTV Asian songbird [n -S] 

AMALGAMS AAAGLMMS AMALGAM, alloy of mercury with another metal [n] 

AMANITAS AAAIMNST AMANITA, any of genus of poisonous fungi [n] 

AMANITIN AAIIMNNT chemical compound [n -S] 

AMARANTH AAAHMNRT flowering plant [n -S] 

AMARELLE AAEELLMR variety of sour cherry [n -S] 

AMARETTI AAEIMRTT macaroons made with bitter almonds [n AMARETTI] 

AMARETTO AAEMORTT kind of liqueur [n -S] 

AMARONES AAEMNORS AMARONE, dry red wine [n] 

AMASSERS AAEMRSSS AMASSER, one that amasses (to gather (to bring together into one place or group)) [n] 

AMATEURS AAEMRSTU AMATEUR, one that engages in activity for pleasure [n] 

AMAUTIKS AAIKMSTU AMAUTIK, Inuit woman's parka [n] 

AMBARIES AABEIMRS AMBARY, East Indian plant [n] 

AMBERIES ABEEIMRS AMBERY, ambry (recess in church wall for sacred vessels) [n] 

AMBERINA AABEIMNR type of glassware [n -S] 

AMBEROID ABDEIMOR ambroid (synthetic amber) [n -S] 

AMBIANCE AABCEIMN ambience (character, mood, or atmosphere of place or situation) [n -S] 

AMBIENCE ABCEEIMN character, mood, or atmosphere of place or situation [n -S] 

AMBIENTS ABEIMNST AMBIENT, ambience (character, mood, or atmosphere of place or situation) [n] 

AMBIVERT ABEIMRTV person whose personality type is intermediate between introvert and extravert [n -S] 

AMBOINAS AABIMNOS AMBOINA, amboyna (mottled wood of Indonesian tree) [n] 

AMBOYNAS AABMNOSY AMBOYNA, mottled wood of Indonesian tree [n] 
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AMBROIDS ABDIMORS AMBROID, synthetic amber [n] 

AMBROSIA AABIMORS food of Greek and Roman gods [n -S] 

AMBSACES AABCEMSS AMBSACE, bad luck [n] 

AMBUSHER ABEHMRSU one that ambushes (to attack from concealed place) [n -S] 

AMEERATE AAEEEMRT amirate (rank of amir) [n -S] 

AMELCORN ACELMNOR variety of wheat [n -S] 

AMENDERS ADEEMNRS AMENDER, one that amends (to improve (to make better)) [n] 

AMENTIAS AAEIMNST AMENTIA, mental deficiency [n] 

AMERCERS ACEEMRRS AMERCER, one that amerces (to punish by imposing arbitrary fine) [n] 

AMESACES AACEEMSS AMESACE, ambsace (bad luck) [n] 

AMETHYST AEHMSTTY variety of quartz [n [-S] 

AMIANTUS AAIMNSTU variety of asbestos [n -ES] 

AMIDASES AADEIMSS AMIDASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

AMIDINES ADEIIMNS AMIDINE, type of chemical compound [n] 

AMIDOGEN ADEGIMNO univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

AMIDONES ADEIMNOS AMIDONE, chemical compound [n] 

AMIRATES AAEIMRST AMIRATE, rank of amir [n] 

AMITOSES AEIMOSST AMITOSIS, type of cell division [n] 

AMITOSIS AIIMOSST type of cell division [n -SES] 

AMITROLE AEILMORT herbicide [n -S] 

AMMETERS AEEMMRST AMMETER, instrument for measuring amperage [n] 

AMMOCETE ACEEMMOT larva of lamprey [n -S] 

AMMOLITE AEILMMOT fossilized shell of ammonite [n -S] 

AMMONALS AALMMNOS AMMONAL, powerful explosive [n] 

AMMONIAC AACIMMNO gum resin [n -S] 

AMMONIAS AAIMMNOS AMMONIA, pungent gas [n] 

AMMONITE AEIMMNOT coiled shell of extinct mollusk [n -S]  

AMMONIUM AIMMMNOU univalent chemical radical [n -S] 

AMMONOID ADIMMNOO ammonite (coiled shell of extinct mollusk) [n -S] 

AMNESIAC AACEIMNS one suffering from amnesia [n -S] 

AMNESIAS AAEIMNSS AMNESIA, loss of memory [n] 

AMNESICS ACEIMNSS AMNESIC, amnesiac (one suffering from amnesia) [n] 

AMNIOTES AEIMNOST AMNIOTE, vertebrate that develops amnion during embryonic stage [n] 

AMORETTI AEIMORTT AMORETTO, cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love) [n] 

AMORETTO AEMOORTT cupid (naked, winged representation of Roman god of love) [n -TTI, -S] 

AMORISTS AIMORSST AMORIST, lover (one that loves another) [n] 

AMOROSOS AMOOORSS AMOROSO, type of wine [n] 

AMOSITES AEIMOSST AMOSITE, type of asbestos (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n] 

AMOTIONS AIMNOOST AMOTION, removal of corporate officer from his office [n] 

AMPACITY AACIMPTY current that wire can transmit [n -TIES]  

AMPERAGE AAEEGMPR strength of electric current expressed in amperes [n -S] 

AMPHIBIA AABHIIMP organisms adapted for life both on land and in water [n AMPHIBIA] 

AMPHIOXI AHIIMOPX lancelets (small marine organism) [n AMPHIOXI] 

AMPHIPOD ADHIMOPP small crustacean [n -S] 

AMPHORAE AAEHMOPR AMPHORA, narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [n] 

AMPHORAS AAHMOPRS AMPHORA, narrow-necked jar used in ancient Greece [n] 
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AMPLEXUS AELMPSUX mating embrace of frogs [n -ES] 

AMPOULES AELMOPSU AMPOULE, ampule (small glass vial) [n] 

AMPULLAE AAELLMPU AMPULLA, globular bottle used in ancient Rome [n] 

AMPUTEES AEEMPSTU AMPUTEE, one that has had limb amputated [n] 

AMREETAS AAEEMRST AMREETA, amrita (beverage that bestows immortality in Hindu mythology) [n] 

AMTRACKS AACKMRST AMTRACK, amtrac (military vehicle equipped to move on land and water) [n] 

AMYGDALA AAADGLMY almond-shaped anatomical part [n -E] 

AMYGDALE AADEGLMY amygdule (small gas bubble in lava) [n -S] 

AMYGDULE ADEGLMUY small gas bubble in lava [n -S] 

AMYLASES AAELMSSY AMYLASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

AMYLENES AEELMNSY AMYLENE, flammable liquid [n] 

AMYLOGEN AEGLMNOY amylose (relatively soluble component of starch) [n -S] 

AMYLOIDS ADILMOSY AMYLOID, hard protein deposit resulting from degeneration of tissue [n] 

AMYLOSES AELMOSSY AMYLOSE, relatively soluble component of starch [n] 

ANABAENA AAAABENN freshwater alga [n -S] 

ANABASES AAABENSS ANABAS, freshwater fish [n] / ANABASIS, military advance [n] 

ANABASIS AAABINSS military advance [n -SES] 

ANABLEPS AABELNPS freshwater fish [n -ES] 

ANACONDA AAACDNNO large snake [n -S] 

ANAEMIAS AAAEIMNS ANAEMIA, anemia (disorder of blood) [n] 

ANAEROBE AABEENOR organism that does not require oxygen to live [n -S] 

ANAGLYPH AAGHLNPY type of carved ornament [n -S] 

ANAGOGES AAEGGNOS ANAGOGE, spiritual interpretation of words [n] 

ANALCIME AACEILMN analcite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

ANALCITE AACEILNT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ANALECTA AAACELNT analects (selections from literary work or group of works) [n ANALECTA] 

ANALECTS AACELNST selections from literary work or group of works [n -S] 

ANALEMMA AAAELMMN type of graduated scale [n -S, -TA] 

ANALGIAS AAAGILNS ANALGIA, inability to feel pain [n] 

ANALOGUE AAEGLNOU something that bears analogy to something else [n -S] 

ANALYSER AAELNRSY analyzer (one that analyzes (to subject to analysis)) [n -S] 

ANALYSES AAELNSSY ANALYSIS, separation of whole into its parts [n] 

ANALYSIS AAILNSSY separation of whole into its parts [n -SES] 

ANALYSTS AALNSSTY ANALYST, one that analyzes (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)) [n] 

ANALYTES AAELNSTY ANALYTE, substance being analyzed [n] 

ANALYZER AAELNRYZ one that analyzes (to subject to analysis (separation of whole into its parts)) [n -S] 

ANAPAEST AAAENPST anapest (type of metrical foot) [n -S] 

ANAPESTS AAENPSST ANAPEST, type of metrical foot [n] 

ANAPHASE AAAEHNPS stage of mitosis [n -S] 

ANAPHORA AAAHNOPR repetition of word or phrase at beginning of several successive verses or sentences [n -S]  

ANAPHORS AAHNOPRS ANAPHOR, word or phrase that takes reference from preceding word or phrase [n] 

ANASARCA AAAACNRS form of dropsy [n -S] 

ANATASES AAAENSST ANATASE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

ANATHEMA AAAEHMNT formal ecclesiastical ban or curse [n -S, -TA] 

ANATOXIN AAINNOTX toxoid (type of toxin (poisonous substance)) [n -S] 

ANCESTRY ACENRSTY line or body of ancestors [n -RIES] 
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ANCHORET ACEHNORT recluse (one who lives in solitude and seclusion) [n -S] 

ANCHUSAS AACHNSSU ANCHUSA, hairy-stemmed plant [n] 

ANCHUSIN ACHINNSU red dye [n -S] 

ANCIENTS ACEINNST ANCIENT, one who lived in ancient times [n] 

ANCILLAE AACEILLN ANCILLA, helper (one that helps (to give assistance to)) [n] 

ANCILLAS AACILLNS ANCILLA, helper (one that helps (to give assistance to)) [n] 

ANDANTES AADENNST ANDANTE, moderately slow musical passage [n] 

ANDESITE ADEEINST volcanic rock [n -S] 

ANDESYTE ADEENSTY andesite (volcanic rock) [n -S] 

ANDIRONS ADINNORS ANDIRON, metal support for holding wood in fireplace [n] 

ANDROGEN ADEGNNOR male sex hormone [n -S] 

ANDROIDS ADDINORS ANDROID, synthetic man [n] 

ANECDOTA AACDENOT ANECDOTE, brief story [n] 

ANECDOTE ACDEENOT brief story [n -TA, -S]  

ANEMONES AEEMNNOS ANEMONE, flowering plant [n] 

ANEMOSES AEEMNOSS ANEMOSIS, separation of rings of growth in timber due to wind [n] 

ANEMOSIS AEIMNOSS separation of rings of growth in timber due to wind [n -SES] 

ANERGIAS AAEGINRS ANERGIA, anergy (lack of energy) [n] 

ANERGIES AEEGINRS ANERGY, lack of energy [n] 

ANEROIDS ADEINORS ANEROID, type of barometer [n] 

ANESTRUS AENRSSTU period of sexual dormancy [n -RI] 

ANETHOLE AEEHLNOT chemical compound [n -S] 

ANETHOLS AEHLNOST ANETHOL, anethole (chemical compound) [n] 

ANEURINS AEINNRSU ANEURIN, thiamine (B vitamin) [n] 

ANEURISM AEIMNRSU aneurysm (abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel) [n -S] 

ANEURYSM AEMNRSUY abnormal blood-filled dilation of blood vessel [n -S]  

ANGAKOKS AAGKKNOS ANGAKOK, Inuit medicine man [n] 

ANGARIAS AAAGINRS ANGARIA, angary (right of warring state to seize neutral property) [n] 

ANGARIES AAEGINRS ANGARY, right of warring state to seize neutral property [n] 

ANGELICA AACEGILN aromatic herb [n -S] 

ANGIOMAS AAGIMNOS ANGIOMA, tumor composed of blood or lymph vessels [n] 

ANGLEPOD ADEGLNOP flowering plant [n -S] 

ANGLINGS AGGILNNS ANGLING, sport of fishing [n] 

ANGSTROM AGMNORST unit of length [n -S] 

ANHEDRAL AADEHLNR  downward inclination of aircraft's wing [n -S] 

ANHINGAS AAGHINNS ANHINGA, aquatic bird [n] 

ANILINES AEIILNNS ANILINE, chemical compound [n] 

ANIMATER AAEIMNRT animator (one that animates (to give life to)) [n -S] 

ANIMATOR AAIMNORT one that animates (to give life to) [n -S] 

ANIMATOS AAIMNOST ANIMATO, musical passage played in lively manner [n] 

ANIMISMS AIIMMNSS ANIMISM, belief that souls may exist apart from bodies [n] 

ANIMISTS AIIMNSST ANIMIST, adherent of animism (belief that souls may exist apart from bodies) [n] 

ANIMUSES AEIMNSSU ANIMUS, feeling of hostility [n] 

ANISEEDS ADEEINSS ANISEED, seed of anise used as flavoring [n] 

ANISETTE AEEINSTT liqueur flavored with aniseed [n -S] 

ANISOLES AEILNOSS ANISOLE, chemical compound [n] 
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ANKERITE AEEIKNRT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

ANKUSHES AEHKNSSU ANKUSH, ankus (elephant goad) [n] 

ANNALIST AAILNNST historian [n -S] 

ANNATTOS AANNOSTT ANNATTO, yellowish-red dye [n] 

ANNEALER AAEELNNR one that anneals (to toughen (to make tough)) [n -S] 

ANNELIDS ADEILNNS ANNELID, any of phylum of segmented worms [n] 

ANNOYERS AENNORSY ANNOYER, one that annoys (to be troublesome to) [n] 

ANNULETS AELNNSTU ANNULET, small ring [n] 

ANODISER ADEINORS anodizer (one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means)) [n -S] 

ANODIZER ADEINORZ one that anodizes (to coat with protective film by chemical means) [n -S] 

ANODYNES ADENNOSY ANODYNE, medicine that relieves pain [n] 

ANOINTER AEINNORT one that anoints (to apply oil to as sacred rite) [n -S] 

ANOLYTES AELNOSTY ANOLYTE, part of electricity-conducting solution nearest anode [n] 

ANOOPSIA AAINOOPS visual defect [n -S] 

ANOPSIAS AAINOPSS ANOPSIA, anoopsia (visual defect) [n] 

ANORETIC ACEINORT anorexic (one affected with anorexia) [n -S] 

ANOREXIA AAEINORX loss of appetite [n -S] 

ANOREXIC ACEINORX one affected with anorexia [n -S] 

ANOSMIAS AAIMNOSS ANOSMIA, loss of sense of smell [n] 

ANOXEMIA AAEIMNOX disorder of blood [n -S] 

ANSATZES AAENSSTZ ANSATZ, possible solution [n]  

ANSERINE AEEINNRS chemical compound [n -S] 

ANSWERER AEENRRSW one that answers (to say, write, or act in return) [n -S] 

ANTACIDS AACDINST ANTACID, substance that neutralizes acid [n] 

ANTALGIC AACGILNT anodyne (medicine that relieves pain) [n -S] 

ANTBEARS AABENRST ANTBEAR, aardvark (African mammal) [n] 

ANTEATER AAEENRTT any of several mammals that feed on ants [n -S] 

ANTEFIXA AAEFINTX ANTEFIX, upright ornament at eaves of tiled roof [n] 

ANTELOPE AEELNOPT ruminant mammal [n -S] 

ANTENNAE AAEENNNT ANTENNA, metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n] 

ANTENNAS AAENNNST ANTENNA, metallic device for sending or receiving radio waves [n] 

ANTEPAST AAENPSTT appetizer (something that stimulates desire) [n -S] 

ANTEROOM AEMNOORT waiting room [n -S] 

ANTETYPE AEENPTTY earlier form [n -S] 

ANTHELIA AAEHILNT halolike areas seen in sky opposite sun [n ANTHELIA] 

ANTHELIX AEHILNTX inner curved ridge on cartilage of external ear [n -ICES, -ES] 

ANTHEMIA AAEHIMNT decorative floral patterns used in Greek art [n ANTHEMIA] 

ANTHERID ADEHINRT male reproductive organ of certain plants [n -S] 

ANTHESES AEEHNSST ANTHESIS, full bloom of flower [n] 

ANTHESIS AEHINSST full bloom of flower [n -SES] 

ANTHILLS AHILLNST ANTHILL, mound formed by ants in building their nest [n] 

ANTHODIA AADHINOT flower heads of certain plants [n ANTHODIA] 

ANTIARIN AAIINNRT antiar (arrow poison) [n -S] 

ANTIATOM AAIMNOTT atom comprised of antiparticles [n -S] 

ANTIBODY ABDINOTY body protein that produces immunity against certain microorganisms or toxins [n -DIES] 

ANTICULT ACILNTTU group opposed to cult [n -S] 
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ANTIDORA AADINORT holy breads [n ANTIDORA] 

ANTIGENE AEEGINNT antigen (substance that stimulates production of antibodies) [n -S] 

ANTIGENS AEGINNST ANTIGEN, substance that stimulates production of antibodies [n] 

ANTIHERO AEHINORT protagonist who is notably lacking in heroic qualities [n -ES] 

ANTIKING AGIIKNNT usurping king [n -S] 

ANTILOGS AGILNOST ANTILOG, number corresponding to given logarithm [n] 

ANTILOGY AGILNOTY contradiction in terms or ideas [n -GIES] 

ANTIMASK AAIKMNST comic performance between acts of masque [n -S] 

ANTIMERE AEEIMNRT part of organism symmetrical with part on opposite side of main axis [n -S] 

ANTIMONY AIMNNOTY metallic element [n -NIES] 

ANTINODE ADEINNOT region between adjacent nodes [n -S] 

ANTINOME AEIMNNOT one that is opposite to another [n -S] 

ANTINOMY AIMNNOTY contradiction between two seemingly valid principles [n -MIES] 

ANTINUKE AEIKNNTU person who opposes use of nuclear power plants or nuclear weapons [n -S] 

ANTIPHON AHINNOPT psalm or hymn sung responsively [n -S] 

ANTIPODE ADEINOPT exact opposite [n -S] 

ANTIPOLE AEILNOPT opposite pole [n -S] 

ANTIPOPE AEINOPPT one claiming to be pope in opposition to one chosen by church law [n -S] 

ANTIPYIC ACIINPTY medicine that prevents formation of pus [n -S] 

ANTIQUER AEINQRTU one that antiques (to give appearance of age to) [n -S] 

ANTIRUST AINRSTTU something that prevents rust [n -S] 

ANTISERA AAEINRST serums that contain antibodies [n ANTISERA] 

ANTISNOB ABINNOST one that is opposed to snobbery [n -S] 

ANTISTAT AAINSTTT agent for preventing buildup of static electricity [n -S] 

ANTITYPE AEINPTTY opposite type [n -S] 

ANTLIONS AILNNOST ANTLION, predatory insect [n] 

ANTONYMS AMNNOSTY ANTONYM, word opposite in meaning to another [n] 

ANTONYMY AMNNOTYY state of being antonym (word opposite in meaning to another) [n -MIES] 

ANURESES AEENRSSU ANURESIS, inability to urinate [n] 

ANURESIS AEINRSSU inability to urinate [n -SES] 

ANVILTOP AILNOPTV anvil-shaped cloud mass [n -S] 

ANYTHING AGHINNTY thing of any kind [n -S] 

ANYWHERE AEEHNRWY any place [n -S] 

APAGOGES AAEGGOPS APAGOGE, establishment of thesis by showing its contrary to be absurd [n] 

APANAGES AAAEGNPS APANAGE, appanage (land or revenue granted to member of royal family) [n] 

APAREJOS AAEJOPRS APAREJO, type of saddle [n] 

APATHIES AAEHIPST APATHY, lack of emotion [n] 

APATITES AAEIPSTT APATITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

APERIENT AEEINPRT mild laxative [n -S] 

APERITIF AEFIIPRT alcoholic drink taken before meal [n -S] 

APERTURE AEEPRRTU opening (vacant or unobstructed space) [n -S] 

APHAGIAS AAAGHIPS APHAGIA, inability to swallow [n] 

APHANITE AAEHINPT igneous rock [n -S] 

APHASIAC AAACHIPS one suffering from aphasia [n -S] 

APHASIAS AAAHIPSS APHASIA, loss of ability to use words [n] 

APHASICS AACHIPSS APHASIC, aphasiac (one suffering from aphasia) [n] 
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APHELION AEHILNOP point in planetary orbit farthest from sun [n -IA, -S]  

APHIDIAN AADHIINP aphid (any of family of small, soft-bodied insects) [n -S] 

APHOLATE AAEHLOPT chemical used to control houseflies [n -S] 

APHONIAS AAHINOPS APHONIA, loss of voice [n] 

APHONICS ACHINOPS APHONIC, one affected with aphonia [n] 

APHONIES AEHINOPS APHONY, aphonia (loss of voice) [n] 

APHORISM AHIMOPRS brief statement of truth or principle [n -S] 

APHORIST AHIOPRST one that aphorizes (to write or speak in aphorisms) [n -S] 

APIARIAN AAAIINPR apiarist (person who raises bees) [n -S] 

APIARIES AAEIIPRS APIARY, place where bees are kept [n] 

APIARIST AAIIPRST person who raises bees [n -S] 

APICULUS ACILPSUU sharp point at end of leaf [n -LI] 

APIMANIA AAAIIMNP excessive interest in bees [n -S] 

APIOLOGY AGILOOPY study of bees [n -GIES] 

APLANATS AAALNPST APLANAT, type of reflecting or refracting surface [n] 

APLASIAS AAAILPSS APLASIA, defective development of organ or part [n] 

APOAPSES AAEOPPSS APOAPSIS, high point in orbit [n] 

APOAPSIS AAIOPPSS high point in orbit [n -SES, -IDES] 

APOCARPS AACOPPRS APOCARP, fruit having separated carpels [n] 

APOCARPY AACOPPRY state of being apocarp (fruit having separated carpels) [n -PIES] 

APOCOPES ACEOOPPS APOCOPE, omission of last sound of word [n] 

APODOSES ADEOOPSS APODOSIS, main clause of conditional sentence [n] 

APODOSIS ADIOOPSS main clause of conditional sentence [n -SES] 

APOLOGIA AAGILOOP formal justification or defense [n -E, -S] 

APOLOGUE AEGLOOPU allegory (story presenting moral principle) [n -S] 

APOLUNES AELNOPSU APOLUNE, point in orbit of body which is farthest from moon [n] 

APOMICTS ACIMOPST APOMICT, organism produced by apomixis [n] 

APOMIXES AEIMOPSX APOMIXIS, type of reproductive process [n] 

APOMIXIS AIIMOPSX type of reproductive process [n -XES] 

APOPHONY AHNOOPPY ablaut (patterned change in root vowels of verb forms) [n -NIES] 

APOPHYGE AEGHOPPY concave curve in column [n -S] 

APOPLEXY AELOPPXY sudden loss of sensation and muscular control [n -XIES] 

APOSPORY AOOPPRSY type of reproduction without spore formation [n -RIES] 

APOSTACY AACOPSTY apostasy (abandonment of one's faith or principles) [n -CIES] 

APOSTASY AAOPSSTY abandonment of one's faith or principles [n -SIES] 

APOSTATE AAEOPSTT one who commits apostasy (abandonment of one's faith or principles) [n -S] 

APOSTILS AILOPSST APOSTIL, marginal note [n] 

APOSTLES AELOPSST APOSTLE, disciple sent forth by Christ to preach gospel [n] 

APOTHECE ACEEHOPT spore-producing organ of certain fungi [n -S] 

APOTHEGM AEGHMOPT maxim (brief statement of general truth or principle) [n -S] 

APOTHEMS AEHMOPST APOTHEM, perpendicular from center to any side of regular polygon [n] 

APPANAGE AAAEGNPP land or revenue granted to member of royal family [n -S] 

APPARATS AAAPPRST APPARAT, political organization [n] 

APPEALER AAEELPPR one that appeals (to make earnest request) [n -S] 

APPEASER AAEEPPRS one that appeases (to bring to state of peace or contentment) [n -S] 

APPELLEE AEEELLPP defendant in type of judicial proceeding [n -S] 
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APPELLOR AELLOPPR confessed criminal who accuses accomplice [n -S] 

APPENDIX ADEINPPX collection of supplementary material at end of book [n -ICES, -ES] 

APPESTAT AAEPPSTT mechanism in central nervous system that regulates appetite [n -S] 

APPETITE AEEIPPTT desire for food or drink [n -S] 

APPLAUSE AAELPPSU sound made by persons applauding [n -S] 

APPLIERS AEILPPRS APPLIER, one that applies (to bring into contact with something) [n] 

APPOSERS AEOPPRSS APPOSER, one that apposes (to place side by side) [n] 

APPRISER AEIPPRRS one that apprises (to notify (to inform)) [n -S] 

APPRIZER AEIPPRRZ one that apprizes (to appraise (to set value on)) [n -S] 

APPROVAL AALOPPRV act of approving (to regard favorably) [n -S] 

APPROVER AEOPPRRV one that approves (to regard favorably) [n -S] 

APPULSES AELPPSSU APPULSE, approach of one moving body toward another [n] 

APRAXIAS AAAIPRSX APRAXIA, loss of ability to perform coordinated movements [n] 

APRICOTS ACIOPRST APRICOT, edible fruit [n] 

APTERIUM AEIMPRTU bare area of skin between feathers [n -IA] 

APTITUDE ADEIPTTU ability (quality of being able to do something) [n -S] 

APYRASES AAEPRSSY APYRASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

AQUACADE AAACDEQU swimming and diving exhibition [n -S] 

AQUAFABA AAAABFQU bean-cooking water [n]  

AQUAFITS AAFIQSTU AQUAFIT, exercise class in water [n] 

AQUALUNG AAGLNQUU trademark [n -S] 

AQUANAUT AAANQTUU scuba diver trained to live in underwater installations [n -S] 

AQUARIAN AAAINQRU member of old sects that used water rather than wine in religious ceremonies [n -S] 

AQUARIST AAIQRSTU one who keeps aquarium (water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept) [n -S] 

AQUARIUM AAIMQRUU water-filled enclosure in which aquatic animals are kept [n -IA, -S] 

AQUATICS AACIQSTU AQUATIC, organism living or growing in or near water [n] 

AQUATONE AAENOQTU type of printing process [n -S] 

AQUAVITS AAIQSTUV AQUAVIT, Scandinavian liquor [n] 

AQUEDUCT ACDEQTUU water conduit [n -S] 

AQUIFERS AEFIQRSU AQUIFER, water-bearing rock formation [n] 

ARABESKS AABEKRSS ARABESK, design of intertwined floral figures [n] 

ARABICAS AAABCIRS ARABICA, evergreen shrub that produces coffee beans [n] 

ARABISES AABEIRSS ARABIS, mat-forming plant [n] 

ARACHNID AACDHINR any of class of segmented invertebrate animals [n -S] 

ARAHUANA AAAAHNRU arowana (tropical fish) [n -S]  

ARANCINI AACIINNR cooked rice balls [n ARANCINI]  

ARANEIDS AADEINRS ARANEID, spider [n] 

ARAPAIMA AAAAIMPR large food fish [n -S] 

ARAROBAS AAABORRS ARAROBA, Brazilian tree [n] 

ARAWANAS AAAANRSW ARAWANA, arowana (tropical fish) [n]  

ARBALEST AABELRST type of crossbow (kind of weapon) [n -S] 

ARBALIST AABILRST arbalest (type of crossbow (kind of weapon)) [n -S] 

ARBELEST ABEELRST arbalest (type of crossbow (kind of weapon)) [n -S] 

ARBITERS ABEIRRST ARBITER, one chosen or appointed to judge disputed issue [n] 

ARBORETA AABEORRT places for study and exhibition of trees [n ARBORETA] 

ARBORIST ABIORRST tree specialist [n -S] 
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ARBUSCLE ABCELRSU dwarf tree [n -S] 

ARCADIAN AAACDINR one who lives in arcadia [n -S] 

ARCADIAS AAACDIRS ARCADIA, region of simple pleasure and quiet [n] 

ARCADING AACDGINR arcade [n -S] 

ARCANUMS AACMNRSU ARCANUM, mystery (something that is not or cannot be known, understood, or explained) [n] 

ARCATURE AACERRTU small arcade [n -S] 

ARCHAEAN AAACEHNR microorganism of archaea [n -S] 

ARCHAEON AACEHNOR archaean (microorganism of archaea) [n -EA] 

ARCHAISM AACHIMRS archaic word, idiom, or expression [n -S] 

ARCHAIST AACHIRST one that archaizes (to use archaisms) [n [-S] 

ARCHDUKE ACDEHKRU Austrian prince [n -S] 

ARCHFOES ACEFHORS ARCHFOE, principal foe [n] 

ARCHINES ACEHINRS ARCHINE, Russian unit of linear measure [n] 

ARCHINGS ACGHINRS ARCHING, series of arches [n] 

ARCHNESS ACEHNRSS slyness (quality or state of being sly) [n -ES] 

ARCHWAYS AACHRSWY ARCHWAY, passageway under arch [n] 

ARCSINES ACEINRSS ARCSINE, inverse function to sine [n] 

AREAWAYS AAAERSWY AREAWAY, sunken area leading to basement entrance [n] 

ARENITES AEEINRST ARENITE, rock made up chiefly of sand grains [n] 

AREOLOGY AEGLOORY study of planet Mars [n -GIES] 

ARETHUSA AAEHRSTU flowering plant [n -S] 

ARGENTUM AEGMNRTU silver [n -S] 

ARGINASE AAEGINRS enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

ARGININE AEGIINNR amino acid [n -S] 

ARGONAUT AAGNORTU marine mollusk [n -S] 

ARGOSIES AEGIORSS ARGOSY, large merchant ship [n] 

ARGUFIER AEFGIRRU one that argufies (to argue stubbornly) [n -S] 

ARGUMENT AEGMNRTU discussion involving differing points of view [n -S] 

ARIDNESS ADEINRSS aridity (state of being arid (extremely dry)) [n -ES] 

ARIETTAS AAEIRSTT ARIETTA, short aria [n] 

ARIETTES AEEIRSTT ARIETTE, arietta (short aria) [n] 

ARILLODE ADEILLOR type of aril (outer covering of certain seeds) [n -S] 

ARMAGNAC AAACGMNR French brandy [n -S] 

ARMAMENT AAEMMNRT military force equipped for war [n -S] 

ARMBANDS AABDMNRS ARMBAND, band worn around arm (upper appendage of human body) [n] 

ARMCHAIR AACHIMRR chair with armrests [n -S] 

ARMGUARD AADGMRRU covering to protect arm [n -S] 

ARMHOLES AEHLMORS ARMHOLE, opening for arm in garment [n] 

ARMIGERO AEGIMORR armiger (one who carries armor of knight) [n -S] 

ARMIGERS AEGIMRRS ARMIGER, one who carries armor of knight [n] 

ARMILLAE AAEILLMR ARMILLA, thin membrane around stem of certain fungi [n] 

ARMILLAS AAILLMRS ARMILLA, thin membrane around stem of certain fungi [n] 

ARMLOADS AADLMORS ARMLOAD, armful (as much as arm can hold) [n] 

ARMLOCKS ACKLMORS ARMLOCK, hold in wrestling [n] 

ARMOIRES AEIMORRS ARMOIRE, large, ornate cabinet [n] 

ARMONICA AACIMNOR type of musical instrument [n -S] 
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ARMORERS AEMORRRS ARMORER, one that makes or repairs armor [n] 

ARMORIAL AAILMORR treatise on heraldry [n -S] 

ARMORIES AEIMORRS ARMORY, place where weapons are stored [n] 

ARMOURER AEMORRRU armorer (one that makes or repairs armor) [n -S] 

ARMRESTS AEMRRSST ARMREST, support for arm [n] 

ARMYWORM AMMORRWY destructive moth larva [n -S] 

ARNATTOS AANORSTT ARNATTO, annatto (yellowish-red dye) [n] 

ARNOTTOS ANOORSTT ARNOTTO, tropical tree [n] 

AROMATIC AACIMORT fragrant plant or substance [n -S] 

AROUSALS AALORSSU AROUSAL, act of arousing (to stimulate) [n] 

AROUSERS AEORRSSU AROUSER, one that arouses (to stimulate) [n] 

AROWANAS AAANORSW AROWANA, tropical fish [n]  

ARPEGGIO AEGGIOPR technique of playing musical chord [n -S] 

ARQUEBUS ABEQRSUU early portable firearm [n -S] 

ARRANGER AAEGNRRR one that arranges (to put in definite or proper order) [n -S] 

ARRAYALS AAALRRSY ARRAYAL, act of arraying (to place in proper or desired order) [n] 

ARRAYERS AAERRRSY ARRAYER, one that arrays (to place in proper or desired order) [n] 

ARRESTEE AEEERRST one that is arrested [n -S] 

ARRESTER AEERRRST one that arrests (to seize and hold by legal authority) [n -S] 

ARRESTOR AEORRRST arrester (one that arrests (to seize and hold by legal authority)) [n -S] 

ARRIVALS AAILRRSV ARRIVAL, act of arriving (to reach destination) [n] 

ARRIVERS AEIRRRSV ARRIVER, one that arrives (to reach destination) [n] 

ARSEHOLE AEEHLORS offensive word [n -S] 

ARSENALS AAELNRSS ARSENAL, collection or supply of weapons [n] 

ARSENATE AAEENRST chemical salt [n -S] 

ARSENICS ACEINRSS ARSENIC, metallic element [n] 

ARSENIDE ADEEINRS arsenic compound [n -S] 

ARSENITE AEEINRST chemical salt [n -S] 

ARSONIST AINORSST one that commits arson [n -S] 

ARTEFACT AACEFRTT artifact (object made by man) [n -S] 

ARTERIAL AAEILRRT type of highway (main road) [n -S] 

ARTERIES AEEIRRST ARTERY, vessel that carries blood away from heart [n] 

ARTIFACT AACFIRTT object made by man [n -S] 

ARTIFICE ACEFIIRT clever stratagem [n -S] 

ARTINESS AEINRSST quality of being arty (showily or pretentiously artistic) [n -ES] 

ARTISANS AAINRSST ARTISAN, trained or skilled workman [n] 

ARTISTES AEIRSSTT ARTISTE, skilled public performer [n] 

ARTISTRY AIRRSTTY artistic quality or workmanship [n -RIES] 

ARTMAKER AAEKMRRT one that produces art [n -S] 

ARTWORKS AKORRSTW ARTWORK, illustrative or decorative work in printed matter [n] 

ARUGOLAS AAGLORSU ARUGOLA, arugula (European annual herb) [n] 

ARUGULAS AAGLRSUU ARUGULA, European annual herb [n] 

ARYTHMIA AAHIMRTY irregularity in rhythm of heartbeat [n -S] 

ASBESTOS ABEOSSST mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -ES]  

ASBESTUS ABESSSTU asbestos (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -ES] 

ASCARIDS AACDIRSS ASCARID, parasitic worm [n] 
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ASCENDER ACDEENRS one that ascends (to go or move upward) [n -S] 

ASCETICS ACCEISST ASCETIC, one who practices extreme self-denial for religious reasons [n] 

ASCIDIAN AACDIINS small marine animal [n -S] 

ASCIDIUM ACDIIMSU flask-shaped plant appendage [n -IA] 

ASCOCARP AACCOPRS spore-producing organ of certain fungi [n -S] 

ASHCAKES AACEHKSS ASHCAKE, cornmeal cake [n] 

ASHFALLS AAFHLLSS ASHFALL, deposit of volcanic ash [n] 

ASHINESS AEHINSSS condition of being ashy [n -ES] 

ASHPLANT AAHLNPST walking stick [n -S] 

ASHRAMAS AAAHMRSS ASHRAMA, stage of life in Hinduism [n] 

ASHTANGA AAAGHNST type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines) [n -S] 

ASHTRAYS AAHRSSTY ASHTRAY, receptacle for tobacco ashes [n] 

ASOCIALS AACILOSS ASOCIAL, one that avoids company of others [n] 

ASPERGES AEEGPRSS Roman Catholic rite [n ASPERGES] 

ASPERITY AEIPRSTY acrimony (sharpness or bitterness of speech or temper) [n -TIES] 

ASPERSER AEEPRRSS one that asperses (to spread false charges against) [n -S] 

ASPERSOR AEOPRRSS asperser (one that asperses (to spread false charges against)) [n -S] 

ASPHODEL ADEHLOPS flowering plant [n -S] 

ASPHYXIA AAHIPSXY unconsciousness caused by lack of oxygen [n -S] 

ASPIRANT AAINPRST one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition) [n [-S] 

ASPIRATA AAAIPRST type of plosive (sound produced by plosion) [n -E] 

ASPIRERS AEIPRRSS ASPIRER, aspirant (one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition)) [n] 

ASPIRINS AIINPRSS ASPIRIN, pain reliever [n] 

ASSAILER AAEILRSS one that assails (to attack (to set upon violently)) [n -S] 

ASSASSIN AAINSSSS murderer (one that murders (to kill unlawfully with premeditated malice)) [n -S] 

ASSAYERS AAERSSSY ASSAYER, one that assays (to attempt (to make effort to do or accomplish)) [n] 

ASSEMBLY ABELMSSY act of assembling (to come or bring together) [n -LIES] 

ASSENTER AEENRSST one that assents (to express agreement) [n -S] 

ASSENTOR AENORSST assenter (one that assents (to express agreement)) [n -S] 

ASSERTER AEERRSST one that asserts (to state positively) [n -S] 

ASSERTOR AEORRSST asserter (one that asserts (to state positively)) [n -S] 

ASSESSOR AEORSSSS one that assesses (to estimate value of for taxation) [n -S] 

ASSHOLES AEHLOSSS ASSHOLE, offensive word [n] 

ASSIGNAT AAGINSST one of notes issued as currency by French revolutionary government [n -S] 

ASSIGNEE AEEGINSS one to whom property or right is legally transferred [n -S] 

ASSIGNER AEGINRSS one that assigns (to set apart for particular purpose) [n -S] 

ASSIGNOR AGINORSS one who legally transfers property or right [n -S] 

ASSISTER AEIRSSST one that assists (to give aid or support to) [n -S] 

ASSISTOR AIORSSST assister (one that assists (to give aid or support to)) [n -S] 

ASSONANT AANNOSST word or syllable that resembles another in sound [n -S] 

ASSORTER AEORRSST one that assorts (to distribute into groups according to kind or class) [n -S] 

ASSUAGER AAEGRSSU one that assuages (to make less severe) [n -S] 

ASSUMERS AEMRSSSU ASSUMER, one that assumes (to take on) [n] 

ASSUREDS ADERSSSU ASSURED, insured person [n] 

ASSURERS AERRSSSU ASSURER, one that assures (to insure (to guarantee against loss)) [n] 

ASSURORS AORRSSSU ASSUROR, assurer (one that assures (to insure)) [n] 
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ASTANGAS AAAGNSST ASTANGA, ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n] 

ASTASIAS AAAISSST ASTASIA, inability to stand resulting from muscular incoordination [n] 

ASTATINE AAEINSTT radioactive element [n -S] 

ASTERIAS AAEIRSST ASTERIA, gemstone cut to exhibit asterism [n] 

ASTERISM AEIMRSST property of certain minerals of showing starlike luminous figure [n -S] 

ASTEROID ADEIORST type of celestial body [n -S] 

ASTHANGA AAAGHNST ashtanga (type of yoga (Hindu philosophy involving physical and mental disciplines)) [n -S] 

ASTHENIA AAEHINST lack of strength [n -S] 

ASTHENIC ACEHINST slender, lightly muscled person [n -S] 

ASTIGMIA AAGIIMST visual defect [n -S] 

ASTILBES ABEILSST ASTILBE, Asian perennial [n] 

ASTRAGAL AAAGLRST convex molding [n -S] 

ASYNDETA AADENSTY omissions of certain conjunctions [n ASYNDETA] 

ATABRINE AABEINRT drug to treat malaria [n -S] 

ATAGHANS AAAGHNST ATAGHAN, yataghan (Turkish sword) [n] 

ATALAYAS AAAALSTY ATALAYA, watchtower [n] 

ATAMASCO AAACMOST flowering plant [n -S] 

ATARAXIA AAAAIRTX peace of mind [n -S] 

ATARAXIC AAACIRTX tranquilizing drug [n -S] 

ATAVISMS AAIMSSTV ATAVISM, reappearance of genetic characteristic after several generations of absence [n] 

ATAVISTS AAISSTTV ATAVIST, individual displaying atavism [n] 

ATELIERS AEEILRST ATELIER, workshop or studio [n] 

ATEMOYAS AAEMOSTY ATEMOYA, fruit of hybrid tropical tree [n] 

ATENOLOL AELLNOOT drug to treat hypertension [n -S] 

ATHANASY AAAHNSTY immortality [n -SIES] 

ATHEISMS AEHIMSST ATHEISM, belief that there is no God [n] 

ATHEISTS AEHISSTT ATHEIST, believer in atheism [n] 

ATHELING AEGHILNT Anglo-Saxon prince or nobleman [n -S] 

ATHENEUM AEEHMNTU literary institution [n -S] 

ATHEROMA AAEHMORT disease of arteries [n -S, -TA] 

ATHLETES AEEHLSTT ATHLETE, one skilled in feats of physical strength and agility [n] 

ATHODYDS ADDHOSTY ATHODYD, type of jet engine [n] 

ATLANTES AAELNSTT ATLAS, male figure used as supporting column [n] 

ATOMISER AEIMORST atomizer (device for atomizing liquids) [n -S] 

ATOMISMS AIMMOSST ATOMISM, theory that universe is composed of simple, indivisible, minute particles [n] 

ATOMISTS AIMOSSTT ATOMIST, adherent of atomism (theory that universe is composed of simple, indivisible, minute particles) [n] 

ATOMIZER AEIMORTZ device for atomizing liquids [n -S] 

ATRAZINE AAEINRTZ herbicide [n -S] 

ATRESIAS AAEIRSST ATRESIA, absence or closure of natural bodily passage [n] 

ATROCITY ACIORTTY heinous act [n -TIES] 

ATROPHIA AAHIOPRT wasting away of body or any of its parts [n -S] 

ATROPINE AEINOPRT poisonous alkaloid [n -S] 

ATROPINS AINOPRST ATROPIN, atropine (poisonous alkaloid) [n] 

ATROPISM AIMOPRST atropine poisoning [n -S] 

ATTABOYS AABOSTTY ATTABOY, expression of encouragement or approval to man or boy [n] 

ATTACHER AACEHRTT one that attaches (to connect as associated part) [n -S] 
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ATTACHES AACEHSTT ATTACHE, diplomatic official [n] 

ATTACKER AACEKRTT one that attacks (to set upon violently) [n -S] 

ATTAINER AAEINRTT one that attains (to gain or achieve by mental or physical effort) [n -S] 

ATTENDEE ADEEENTT attender (one that attends (to be present at)) [n -S] 

ATTENDER ADEENRTT one that attends (to be present at) [n -S] 

ATTESTER AEERSTTT one that attests (to affirm to be true or genuine) [n -S] 

ATTESTOR AEORSTTT attester (one that attests (to affirm to be true or genuine)) [n -S] 

ATTICISM ACIIMSTT concise and elegant expression [n -S] 

ATTICIST ACIISTTT one who uses atticisms (concise and elegant expression) [n -S] 

ATTITUDE ADEITTTU state of mind with regard to some matter [n -S] 

ATTORNEY AENORTTY lawyer (member of legal profession) [n -S] 

AUBERGES ABEEGRSU AUBERGE, inn [n] 

AUBRETIA AABEIRTU aubrieta (flowering plant) [n -S] 

AUBRIETA AABEIRTU flowering plant [n -S] 

AUDACITY AACDITUY boldness (quality of being bold (daring)) [n -TIES] 

AUDIENCE ACDEEINU group of listeners or spectators [n -S] 

AUDIENTS ADEINSTU AUDIENT, one that hears (to perceive by ear) [n] 

AUDITEES ADEEISTU AUDITEE, one that is audited [n] 

AUDITIVE ADEIITUV auditory (group of listeners) [n -S] 

AUDITORS ADIORSTU AUDITOR, one that audits (to examine with intent to verify) [n] 

AUDITORY ADIORTUY group of listeners [n -RIES] 

AUGURERS AEGRRSUU AUGURER, one that augurs (to foretell from omens) [n] 

AUGURIES AEGIRSUU AUGURY, practice of auguring [n] 

AUMBRIES ABEIMRSU AUMBRY, ambry (recess in church wall for sacred vessels) [n] 

AUNTHOOD ADHNOOTU state of being aunt (sister of one's father or mother) [n -S] 

AURALITY AAILRTUY quality of being aural (pertaining to sense of hearing) [n -TIES] 

AUREOLAE AAEELORU AUREOLA, halo [n] 

AUREOLAS AAELORSU AUREOLA, halo [n] 

AURICLES ACEILRSU AURICLE, ear or ear-shaped part [n] 

AURICULA AACILRUU auricle (ear or ear-shaped part) [n -E, -S] 

AUSPICES ACEIPSSU AUSPEX, soothsayer of ancient Rome [n] / AUSPICE, favorable omen [n] 

AUSTRALS AALRSSTU AUSTRAL, former monetary unit of Argentina [n] 

AUTACOID AACDIOTU hormone (secretion of endocrine organs) [n -S] 

AUTARCHS AACHRSTU AUTARCH, absolute ruler [n] 

AUTARCHY AACHRTUY absolute rule [n -HIES] 

AUTECISM ACEIMSTU development of entire life cycle of parasitic fungus on single host [n -S] 

AUTISTIC ACIISTTU one who is affected with autism [n -S] 

AUTOBAHN AABHNOTU German superhighway [n -EN, -S] 

AUTOBODY ABDOOTUY shell of motor vehicle [n -DIES] 

AUTOCADE AACDEOTU parade of automobiles [n -S] 

AUTOCOID ACDIOOTU autacoid (hormone (secretion of endocrine organs)) [n -S] 

AUTOCRAT AACORTTU absolute ruler [n -S] 

AUTODYNE ADENOTUY type of electrical circuit [n -S] 

AUTOGAMY AAGMOTUY fertilization of flower by its own pollen [n -MIES] 

AUTOGENY AEGNOTUY production of living organisms from inanimate matter [n -NIES] 

AUTOGIRO AGIOORTU type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n -S] 
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AUTOGYRO AGOORTUY autogiro (type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers)) [n -S] 

AUTOHARP AAHOPRTU type of zither (stringed instrument) [n -S] 

AUTOMATA AAAMOTTU robots (humanlike machine that performs various functions) [n AUTOMATA] 

AUTOMATS AAMOSTTU AUTOMAT, type of cafeteria [n] 

AUTONOMY AMNOOTUY state of being self-governing [n -MIES] 

AUTONYMS AMNOSTUY AUTONYM, name by which people refers to itself [n] 

AUTOPENS AENOPSTU AUTOPEN, device for imitating signatures [n] 

AUTOSOME AEMOOSTU type of chromosome [n -S] 

AUTOTOMY AMOOTTUY shedding of damaged body part [n -MIES]  

AUTOTYPE AEOPTTUY type of photographic process [n -S] 

AUTOTYPY AOPTTUYY autotype (type of photographic process) [n -PIES] 

AUTUNITE AEINTTUU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

AUXETICS ACEISTUX AUXETIC, substance that promotes auxesis [n] 

AVADAVAT AAAADTVV small songbird [n -S] 

AVARICES AACEIRSV AVARICE, greed (excessive desire for gain or wealth) [n] 

AVENGERS AEEGNRSV AVENGER, one that avenges (to exact retribution for) [n] 

AVENTAIL AAEILNTV ventail (adjustable front of medieval helmet) [n -S] 

AVERMENT AEEMNRTV act of averring (to declare positively) [n -S] 

AVERSION AEINORSV feeling of repugnance [n -S] 

AVERSIVE AEEIRSVV punishment [n -S] 

AVERTERS AEERRSTV AVERTER, one that averts (to turn away) [n] 

AVGASSES AAEGSSSV AVGAS, gasoline for airplanes [n] 

AVIARIES AAEIIRSV AVIARY, large enclosure for live birds [n] 

AVIARIST AAIIRSTV keeper of aviary [n -S] 

AVIATION AAIINOTV act of aviating (to fly aircraft) [n -S]  

AVIATORS AAIORSTV AVIATOR, one that aviates (to fly aircraft) [n] 

AVIATRIX AAIIRTVX female aviator [n -ICES, -ES] 

AVIDNESS ADEINSSV avidity (state of being avid (eager (impatiently longing))) [n -ES] 

AVIFAUNA AAAFINUV bird life of particular region [n -E, -S] 

AVIGATOR AAGIORTV one that navigates aircraft [n -S] 

AVIONICS ACIINOSV science of electronics applied to aviation [n AVIONICS] 

AVOCADOS AACDOOSV AVOCADO, edible fruit of tropical tree [n] 

AVODIRES ADEIORSV AVODIRE, African tree [n] 

AVOIDERS ADEIORSV AVOIDER, one that avoids (to keep away from) [n] 

AVOUCHER ACEHORUV one that avouches (to affirm (to state positively)) [n -S] 

AVULSION AILNOSUV act of avulsing (to tear off forcibly) [n -S] 

AWAITERS AAEIRSTW AWAITER, one that awaits (to wait for) [n] 

AWAKENER AAEEKNRW one that awakens (to awake (to wake up)) [n -S] 

AWARDEES AADEERSW AWARDEE, one that is awarded something [n] 

AWARDERS AADERRSW AWARDER, one that awards (to grant as due or merited) [n] 

AWAYNESS AAENSSWY state of being distant (far off or apart) [n -ES] 

AWLWORTS ALORSTWW AWLWORT, aquatic plant [n] 

AXIALITY AAIILTXY state of being axial (pertaining to or forming axis) [n -TIES] 

AXILLARS AAILLRSX AXILLAR, feather on undersurface of bird's wing [n] 

AXILLARY AAILLRXY axillar (feather on undersurface of bird's wing) [n -RIES] 

AXIOLOGY AGILOOXY study of values and value judgments [n -GIES] 
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AXLETREE AEEELRTX type of axle (shaft upon which wheel revolves) [n -S] 

AXOLOTLS ALLOOSTX AXOLOTL, salamander of Mexico and western United States [n] 

AXONEMES AEEMNOSX AXONEME, part of cilium [n] 

AXOPLASM AALMOPSX protoplasm of axon [n -S] 

AYURVEDA AADERUVY Hindu system of medicine [n -S]  

AZIMUTHS AHIMSTUZ AZIMUTH, angle of horizontal deviation [n] 

AZOTEMIA AAEIMOTZ excess of nitrogenous substances in blood [n -S] 

AZOTURIA AAIORTUZ excess of nitrogenous substances in urine [n -S] 

AZULEJOS AEJLOSUZ AZULEJO, type of ceramic tile [n] 

AZURITES AEIRSTUZ AZURITE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

AZYGOSES AEGOSSYZ AZYGOS, azygous anatomical part [n] 

 

 

 

 

 


